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From the Editor 
 

 

Welcome to 2019 and a bumper edition of the 
newsletter. This is partly to make up for the 
absence of the autumn newsletter and partly to 
include accounts of many of last year’s walks 
and quarry visits. Also included in this edition 
is the 2019 programme. Some events, later in 
the year are still awaiting precise dates. This is 
due in part to quarry owners giving us 
permission but not confirming actual dates 
until nearer the time. Also, some of our out-of-
county trips are being run jointly with other 
groups and so, again, we have to wait for final 
confirmation of dates. Please check the BGG 
website for updates. 
 

I hope the programme tempts many of you out 
to explore our local and regional geology. 
However, it is also the aim of this newsletter to 
allow members to discover more about our 
geology, so, please help us by sending in any 
questions you may have, photos of mystery 
geological finds for identification or comments 
on any geological sites or museum you have 
visited. We hope to have the next newsletter 
out in May 

Mike Palmer 
 
 
 

Change in Membership Renewal 
Date 
 

 

Following discussions at the 2018 AGM the 
committee have decided to change the 
renewal date for subscriptions from 1st January 
to 1st April to fit with the Group’s financial year. 
It was felt that this would also work better with 
the Group’s events programme which tends to 
thin out over the winter months (although we 
are working on that). 
 

This means that anyone who joined or 
renewed their membership January 2018 will 
remain a member up to the end of March 
2019. It also means that anyone who wants to 
participate in our Spring programme but avoid 
non-member charges can join any time from 
now to March and enjoy membership through 
to the end of March 2020. 
 

Please see the end of this newsletter or visit 
the website (www.bucksgeology.org.uk) for 
membership details. 

 

Great Linford Geological Walk, 
12th May 2018 
 

 

Having completed the business of the AGM 
within the MK Arts Centre at Great Linford 
(The minutes can be found at the end of this 
newsletter) a party of ten members and guests 
set off on the geological walk, pausing after 
two feet of leaving the building to inspect the 
exterior walls. Originally a 17th Century barn, 
the construction is of Blisworth Limestone. 
Various shades were in evidence, the colour 
depending on variations in the environment in 
which the stone formed in. Here and there, 
pinker hues could be made out similar to those 
seen in Olney after last year’s AGM. These 
were thought to be from limestones from 
further north, probably Northamptonshire. 
 

 
St Andrew’s Church, Great Linford 

 
Moving on to the neighbouring St Andrews 
Church, more Blisworth Limestone was on 
display. Ooliths within some the limestone 
around the porch suggested that the stone 
was not of local origin but probably from 
Northamptonshire (See Newsletter 31, May 2018 

for more on oolitic limestone). Some blocks 
clearly preserved the direction of flow within 
the prehistoric seas in which these limestones 
formed 175 million years ago. Modern repairs 
to the masonry have used younger Portland 
Limestone, imported from deepest Dorset. 
Moving around the church the striking golden, 
brown hues of Northamptonshire Ironstone 
(from the Northamptonshire Sand Formation) 
added some pleasing colour to the building. 
Was this purely for aesthetic contrast or is 
there some structural or other reason for this? 
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‘Stone Circle’, Great Linford 

 
Leaving the church behind we moved on 
towards the Grand Union Canal and then 
westwards to the ‘stone circle’. The circle is 
made of local Blisworth Limestone. In our 
August 2017 (No 29) newsletter, Jill described 
how, during the digging of drains alongside the 
canal in the 1980s, large blocks of Blisworth 
Limestone were struck and excavated. As 
removal from site was costly it was decided to 
arrange them as a modern stone circle to mark 
the site of the nearby old quarry now shrouded 
in woodland. We paused only briefly at the 
stone circle with the full intention of returning 
for a closer inspection after visiting the quarry.  
 

 
Old Quarry, Great Linford 

 
Passing through the trees the first glimpse of 
the quarry was somewhat underwhelming and 
even closer proximity failed to raise the 
interest levels or, at least, initially. Jill was 
soon able to pick out the detail, showing how 
the layers of limestone divided by thin marls 
(lime-rich clays) provided information about the 
cyclicity and time spans of climate change 175 
million years ago. 
 

As we were getting to grips with the finer detail 
of the strata on display a light shower 
commenced and quickly developed in to a 
downpour. As a result, we decided not to 
spend time looking for brachiopods and other 
fossils in the slabs of the stone circle but 
instead, move on in the direction of Stonepit 
Field in the hope that the rain would pass over 
or at least relent. Our intention at Stonepit 
(named after the quarry) was to investigate the 
loose material revealed within an expansive 
scrape in the middle of the field managed by 
the MK Parks Trust. Unfortunately, the rain 
neither passed nor relented and the remaining 
party were forced into a valiant but soggy 
retreat. 
 

 
Rained off at Great Linford 

 
Mike Palmer 

 
 

Parks Trust Great Linford Success 
 
In July, after our visit to Linford, Jill reported 
that the Parks Trust had been successful in 
their National Lottery bid for funding to 
‘restore, reveal and revive’ the historic Great 
Linford Manor Park. In addition to restoring 
Eighteenth Century features such as the pond, 
cascades and wilderness garden, money will 
also be available to make the old limestone 
quarry more accessible for people to learn 
about the local geological heritage. 
 

So well done to the Milton Keynes Parks Trust. 
And well done to Jill for her work producing a 
geological log and report for Great Linford 
Quarry in support of the bid, as well as 
providing advice and guidance to local Parks 
Trust conservation volunteers (see Newsletter 
No 29). 

Mike Palmer 
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Exploring the Geology of Bath,  
9th July 2018 
 

 
On a warm and sunny Saturday eight BGG 
members and friends convened at the foot of 
Bathford Hill to meet Graham Hickman, our 
leader for the day.  Graham outlined the 
itinerary, which was to cover the story of 
William Smith (1769-1839) in the Bath area, 
where he made some of the ground-breaking 
discoveries involving of the use of fossils to 
correlate and map sedimentary formations, 
which rightly has since accorded him the title 
of “The Father of English Geology”.  We were 
also invited to admire the local but 
internationally famous Middle Jurassic “Bath 
Stone” from its outcrop to the finished 
buildings, now forming the majority of Bath’s 
Georgian townscapes. 
 

 
BGG members outside an underground Bath Stone adit. 

 
Ascending the hill by a well-worn path, we 
came upon “Brown’s Folly” at the crest, within 
a 40 hectare biological and geological SSSI 
which includes the Farleigh Down Stone 
Quarry, now a nature reserve with some 
underground workings to explore (Photo).   
 
Middle Jurassic “Great Oolite” stone from here 
provided the facade for Buckingham Palace.  
Traces of the uppermost unit here, the “Forest 
Marble”, were found and its rich and 
characteristic fossil Oyster content admired.  
Weathering of the exposed stone has revealed 
a wealth of sedimentary structure, such as 
cross-bedding, which Graham explained could 
be used to determine palaeo-current direction.  
From the hilltop, the group looked over to north 
of Batheaston where Smith had supervised the 
sinking of a coal-exploration  borehole, only to 
be disappointed when it was discovered that 
the Carboniferous Coal Measures had thinned 

due to unanticipated erosion between the 
Radstock coalfield and Batheaston. 
 

 
Graham demonstrating cross-bedded Great Oolite 

limestone in Farleigh Down Quarry 

 

 
Oyster-rich Forest Marble 

 
In 1793, early in his career, Smith was  
appointed as both canal surveyor and 
engineer to the Somerset Coal Canal 
Company, whose waterway, joins the Kennett 
& Avon Canal at the extraordinary Dundas 
Aqueduct, near Monkton Coombe, which 
conveys the canal over the River Avon and 
was our second locality.  Courtesy of the Angel 
Fish Café, it also provided a welcome resting 
place for lunch (Photo).  This stretch of the 
Somerset Coal Canal is one of very few 
sections to have been restored to a navigable 
state. 
 

 
Lunch break alongside the restored Somerset Coal 

Canal 
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The convoy then drove to Tucking Mill, where 
a plaque (Photo) has been erected on a small 
cottage to record Smith’s time in residence.  
Unfortunately, the historians seem to have 
mixed up the story, as we now know Smith in 
fact built and inhabited the neighbouring and 
far more imposing Bath Stone, Tucking Mill 
House, between 1798 and 1807.  The mill built 
by Smith has long since been demolished, but 
the mill pond still exists and distracted the 
members with its algal bloom that imparted a 
weird greenish colour to the water.   
 

 
 
From Tucking Mill, the group walked up a track 
to the disused Somerset and Dorset Railway, 
now converted into the well-used Two Tunnels 
Cycle Track, where we were able to find a few 
fossils in the Inferior Oolite into which the line 
had been cut.  The old railway was followed to 
Midford, where we were able to view Midford 
Castle before returning along the slightly 
lower, but parallel old canal towpath, 
sometimes barely discernible among the trees 
that have overtaken this feature. 
 

The final stop was in Bath itself, where we 
visited Sydney Gardens and could examine 
some old Bath Stone buildings and 
monuments, before wandering down Pulteney 
Street, to No. 29, where a plaque 
commemorates William Smith dictating “The 
Order of the Strata” in December 1799, many 
years before the eventual 1812 publication of 
his famous map of England and Wales 
Geology.  We almost felt transported back to 
this time when two passing characters, in 
appropriate costume (but oblivious to the 
relevance of the plaque) posed for us outside 
the townhouse (Photo). 
 

 
Two gents in the period, outside 29 Pulteney Street. 

 
The group extended its thanks to Graham, for 
the work he had put in to preparing the trip and 
for the use of his house for parking and other 
necessities, and we tucked in to a Bath ice 
cream in the balmy evening air before 
returning home. 
 

Mick Oates 
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Duns Tew Quarry Visit,  
29th July 2018 
 

 

Seven members and guests met in this large, 
working quarry in the Oxfordshire countryside 
midway between Bicester and Chipping 
Norton. Jill provided an introduction to the 
Jurassic geology to be encountered ranging 
from the Inferior Oolite Group to the Great 
Oolite Group, for which a number of equivalent 
strata can be found in Milton Keynes. The plan 
was to investigate the different formations 
present, prepare a log of the section and see 
what fossils could be found. 
 

 
Horsehay and Sharpshill Formations 

 

Venturing out into the north-east section of the 
quarry we found the Northamptonshire Sand 
Formation (Inferior Oolite Group) beneath our 
feet. It formed in shallow seas and swamps 
with the rich, golden brown colour due to 
presence of large amounts of iron. Jill informed 
us that meeting of the Northamptonshire Sand 
Formation with the next formation visible in the 
quarry, the Horsehay Sand Formation 
represented a six-million-year unconformity, 
created by extensive erosion. The Horsehay 
Sand Formation (Great Oolite Group) 
represents a return to sedimentation in which 
intertidal and a delta-like environments laid 
down fine-grained sandstones. Unfortunately, 
no fossils were found on the day to back up 
this information. 
 

Above this could be seen the Sharp’s Hill 
Formation. This was two metres of silt and 
clayey silt which was mostly calcareous and so 
could be described as ‘marl’. Shelly fauna 
could be seen throughout with rootlets in 
places. This provided evidence that sea-level 
had fallen at this time and the area had gone 
from marine to brackish? And freshwater 
swamp. One of our members took sediment 
samples to further investigate this environment 
and/or precise age. More information to come 
in time! 
 

 
One of many Rhynchonellid brachiopods found 

 

Plentiful Rhynchonellid brachiopods and 
oysters were found on the lower slopes and 
quarry floor. These had fallen from the fully 
marine Taynton Limestone above. However, 
some observed in-situ finds were found in the 
Sharps’ Hill Formation. A mineralised 
Thamnasteria coral was also found in the 
Sharp’s Hill Formation. This loose, mineralised 
block was testament to erosion of pre-existing 
marine sediments, the resulting clasts were re-
deposited in coarser parts of this brackish-
freshwater environment.  
 

For lunch we moved to the south-eastern 
corner or the quarry. Here, the uppermost 
stratum present within the quarry was visible, 
the blocky Taynton Limestone. Close-
inspection of this stratum wasn’t possible due 
to the configuration of the quarry edge. The 
2011 Building Stone Atlas of Oxfordshire 
(English Heritage) describes it a buff to white, 
coarse-grained ooidal limestone quarried for 
several hundred years as a building stone.  
Loose blocks fallen from the face were 
examined and these supported this description 
with 1 mm ooliths and fossil fragments evident. 
The face showed cross-stratification by the 
currents depositing these oolith shoals. This 
clearly represented a shallow marine 
environment with strong currents. 
 

 
Taynton Limestone Formation above Sharp’s Hill 
Formation at south-east corner of quarry 
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While some members went out to collect fossil 
and other evidence for environment and age of 
the strata, Ian Hudson prepared the 
sedimentary log under the direction of Jill, 
Judy and Sue. We are still working on some 
samples …so watch this space for more 
information!  
 

 
 

 
A sedimentary log under preparation 

 

Mike Palmer & Jill Eyers 
 
 

Follow-on visit ‘to the stones’ 
 

Having explored Middle Jurassic strata on 
display at Duns Tew Quarry three members 
decided to seek out two sites of more ‘recent’ 
age, the remains of two nearby Neolithic portal 
dolmens. The Hoar Stone at Enstone and, 2 ½ 
miles to the west, the Hawkstone. The multiple 
but ruined stones of the singularly named Hoar 
Stone can still be recognised as a burial 
chamber, although its mound has long gone. 
The lonely Hawk Stone, on the other hand, 
looks remarkably like a simple and enigmatic 
standing stone. Osbert Guy Stanhope 
Crawford, however, in his Long Barrows of the 
Cotswolds (1925) list it as a tomb. 

 
The Hoar Stone burial chamber at Enstone 

 

Although the construction of these monuments 
is far younger that the formations observed in 
Duns Tew, the rock from which they are made, 
are probably of comparable age. Books and 
websites on prehistoric standing stones are 
often frustratingly short on the geological 
make-up of such ancient monuments. Mike 
Howgate identified it as Chipping Norton 
Limestone on the day. The highly weathered, 
gnarled and holed appearance of these stones 
is very reminiscent of the more famous 
Rollright Stones seven miles to the north-west. 
A study by English Heritage in 2011 would 
appear to confirm Mike’s claims, stating that 
‘the Rollright Stones, a 4,000-year old stone 
circle, are thought to be constructed from a 
hard siliceous variety of the Chipping Norton 
Limestone’. This formation, like the Horsehay, 
Sharp’s Hill and Taynton Formations, 
observed at Duns Tew Quarry and the White 
Limestone and Blisworth Limestone 
Formations of north Bucks, belongs to the 
Great Oolite Group. 
 

 
Hawk Stone – standing stone or scant remains of 

another burial chamber? 

 
Mike Palmer 
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Pitstone Hill Circular Walk,  
11th August 2018 
 

 
Having spent two afternoons prior to the walk 
pruning back hawthorn, gorse and blackthorn 
from the chosen route, I was pleased to see 29 
people (including a sizeable contingent from 
the Bucks Archaeological Society) turn up for 
the walk.  
 

 
Pitstone Hill – ‘the Citadel’ – from the car park 

 
The aim of the walk was to understand the 
rocks and processes that have shaped the 
Chilterns’ escarpment and, in particular, to 
ponder the mystery of the ‘missing’ Upper 
Chalk. For example, in south-east 
Hertfordshire the Upper Chalk reaches depths 
of more than 90 metres and yet here, at the 
escarpment, it is almost absent.  Landscape is 
the result of a complex combination of rock 
formation, movements in the Earth’s crust and 
weathering. Here, on the edge of the Chilterns, 
this combination has created steeply sloping 
faces, arranged in a series of ridges separated 
by valleys. 
 

Both the railway and the Grand Union Canal 
cross the escarpment to the west of Pitstone 
Hill, known as the Tring Summit in engineer’s 
parlance. This summit is, in fact, a wide valley, 
almost a platform, well below the Upper Chalk 
strata, stretching between Cow Roast on the 
A41 and the Upper Icknield Way. Its situation 
in the geology of the chalk is close to the 
spring line as the Bulbourne stream used to 
rise here but now issues forth a few miles 
down the road, towards Northchurch. Water 
has been diverted into the Tring reservoirs to 
maintain water levels in the canal.  
 
 

 
Looking down into the Vale and Pitstone Windmill 

 
From the top of Pitstone Hill, looking towards 
Aston Clinton, we could see in the distance the 
next ridge system, topped by Wendover 
Woods. The escarpment is the result of global 
plate tectonics. Over much of the last 65 
million year the African plate has been pushing 
against the Eurasian Plate and forming the 
Alps in the process. Ripples from this major 
event have reached as far as Britain. In the 
Chilterns this has led to the formerly horizontal 
chalk strata being tilted up towards the north-
west. As a result, Chiltern rivers such as thes 
Gade, Ver, Bulbourne, Chess, Wye and 
Misbourne follow the contours south to south-
east across the dip slope, flowing into the 
Colne and on to the Thames. 
 
Gazing out from the escarpment across 
Aylesbury Vale we are actually viewing an 
area of major erosion. The chalk would have 
extended far out across the vale and has, over 
millennia, been eroded back to its current 
position. Remnants of these eroded strata can 
be seen, as in the case of Southend Hill, a 
chalk outlier visible in the vale.  
 

 
Coombe on Pitstone Hill 
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The escarpment features a number of 
interesting features. It is penetrated by a 
succession of coombes – areas of erosion and 
land slip. These are mostly small features 
appearing as numerous round-to-oval 
depressions running along much of the 
escarpment. They formed during the Ice Age 
as a result of water permeating the chalk, 
freezing, expanding and cracking the rock. On 
thawing, the broken fragments slid down the 
slope creating a small depression which gets 
larger over time. 
 
Incombe Hole is a particularly notable feature 
on this walk. What is now a large valley at the 
escarpment edge was formed by running 
water over frozen ground. Incombe Hole has 
two little ‘ears’ at the top which is undoubtedly 
where two springs emerged providing water at 
the end of the big thaw. This spectacular dry 
valley is steep and shows the erosive power of 
the water under tundra conditions. Today, the 
erosion continues in the form of slip and soil 
creep. Soil creep continues to form the tiny 
ledges seen in the valley sides – forming a 
little more each night in winter when the soil 
freezes. 
 

 
Incombe Hole 

 
The Lower Chalk, which is near the surface at 
the foot of the escarpment, has been exploited 
by the cement industry for decades. When you 
walk along the footpath from Ivinghoe village 
to the top of the escarpment you pass over the 
Lower Chalk and then the Middle Chalk, 
divided by a hard chalk layer, the Melbourne 
Rock. This represents a hardground, formed 
during periods of little deposition in the 
prehistoric seas in which the chalk was laid 
down. During periods of low or no deposition, 
the existing sediments have more time to 
cement together thus forming harder layers of 
chalk. These, such as the Totternhoe Stone, 
Melbourn Rock and Chalk Rock have been 
quarried for building stone. 
 

Looking behind us, we could see another long 
ridge – Clipper Down. This is Middle Chalk and 
is topped by another hard chalk deposit, the 
Chalk Rock. As this is more resistant to 
erosion it forms a visible ledge on the slopes of 
the Chilterns. This separates the Middle from 
the Upper Chalk. 
 
From the top of Pitstone Hill, we could see a 
working chalk quarry below. In former times, 
when chalk extraction was more extensive, 
two other quarries were also worked. Pitstone 
Quarry No 1 was on the north side of the B488 
and east side of the railway. Pitstone Quarry 
No 3, was also north of the B488 but west of 
the railway and has since been transformed 
into BBOWT’s College Lake nature reserve. 
Both of these can still be made out on Google 
Earth.  Pitstone Quarry No 2 (to the south of 
the B488 and east of the railway), the quarry in 
view today, is the only remaining working 
quarry in the Pitstone area. Over time, large 
parts of what was formerly Pitstone Hill have 
been quarried away. 
 
The quarry is currently operated by Clark 
Contracting Ltd who, according to the sign at 
the entrance, produce ‘Agricultural Lime, 
Construction Fill, Chalk for Industry’. Their 
website also describes its use for agricultural 
yards, cattle sheds and for flooring in barns. 
20,000 tons are produced per annum.  
 

 
From www.bucksgeology.org.uk/chalk.html 

 
They describe the chalk as flint free which, in 
reality refers to the fact that the chalk strata 
below the New Pit Chalk Formation is naturally 
devoid of flints. Flint first appears in the New 
Chalk Formation and then more extensively in 
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the Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation upwards 
(see the Bucks Geology Group webpages on 
chalk at www.bucksgeology.org.uk/chalk.html 
for more information on the different chalk 
formations making up the Chilterns). 
 

Finally, looking over the plateau behind 
Pitstone Hill we find the chalk overlain by clay-
with-flints. And, herein, lies part of the answer 
to the mystery of the missing Upper Chalk. 
Much of these upper chalk strata would have 
simply been eroded away by rain, stream and 
river over the last 65 million years. However, 
some of the chalk has undergone a dissolution 
process, a form of chemical weathering 
breaking up the cemented chalk into loose, 
decalcified particles to create clay deposits. 
The flint within the chalk, however, is hard 
enough to withstand this process and so would 
simply be released from the chalk and 
redeposited within the newly formed clay thus 
creating the clay-with-flint deposits that can be 
found capping many of the Chiltern hilltops. 
Geology really does provide the clues required 
to read our landscape. 

Phil Clapham 
 
 
 

Munday’s Hill Quarry Visit,  
8th September 2018 
 

 

A trip to the Cretaceous seaside! 
In September Jill took the group to Munday’s 
Hill quarry near Leighton Buzzard, 
Bedfordshire. This is a wonderful section in a 
working quarry. The geology here is a sand 
and clay sequence with the Lower Greensand 
(here called the Woburn Sands), overlain by 
Silty Beds and then by the Gault Clay. 
 

 

As the group made their way round the track 
the amazingly different colours of the sands 
really became noticeable. The great variety in 
colour is due to post-depositional iron-staining 
mostly, but there is a compositional difference 
in the sands. For instance, the Lower Woburn 
sands contains muscovite mica and many clay 
laminae. The clay drape ripples and also the 
lines of cross-stratification. This is a wonderful 
feature as it highlights an amazing feature – 
tidal bundles. The tidal bundles are the 
fortnightly tidal cycles. How amazing to be able 
to see a Cretaceous fortnight. Often when 
geologists are asked about the time 
represented by any thickness of sediment the 
answer is often ‘a million years or so’. 
 

 
Tidal bundles 

 

 
Clay laminae and tidal bundles in the Lower Greensand 

 
The Upper Woburn Sands are distinctly clean 
of any clay layers and have no mica. It was 
fascinating to look at the quartz grains in these 
sands though – as it was easy to find tiny 
grains of lemon-coloured citrine, rose quartz 
and even amethyst! Whoever would have 
thought that possible in Bedfordshire! The 
reason being that sands are always eroded 
from somewhere else and redeposited. In this 
case, these sands were once parts of the 
Pennines (Millstone Grit) and before that the 
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quartz was part of Scottish granites. This has 
been researched and proved by trace 
elements. 
 

With only access possible to the sands and 
Gault backfill we could piece the Cretaceous 
story together using the sediments and the 
fossils we found (both trace and body fossils). 
During the Aptian (115 million years ago) this 
part of Bedfordshire formed a narrow seaway 
stretching from the Wash through to the Isle of 
Wight. Microfossils in the clay laminae show 
there was a freshwater source nearby, and 
due to the tidal bundles this is thought to be an 
estuary feeding into this area. After a short sea 
level fall (or switch of the estuary flow) the 
shallower tidal flats of the Silty Beds are 
overlain by clays - a transgressive surface of 
the Gault sea which gradually deepens. All 
kinds of marine fossils can be found in the 
Gault. Our trip located many – such as 
ammonites, bivalves, scaphopods and 
belemnites. With more time a very abundant 
and diverse fauna can be found. 
 

 
 

 
Examining fossils in the Gault Clay 

 

To find out more about the Lower Greensand 
and the Gault Clay see the Bedfordshire 
Geology Group website where Jill has written 
some leaflets up for download. Jill has written 
a number of papers and can recommend 
others. Contact Jill for further information. 
 
Jill Eyers 

 

Dinosaurs, Digging & Dorset (pt 1) 
Dorset Coast Geology Trip, 
21st October 2018 
 

 

The Bucks Earth Heritage Group occasionally 
likes to break out of more familiar locales to 
explore the wider geological landscape of the 
British Isles. The latest such sortie was to the 
Swanage region of Dorset, part of the Jurassic 
Coast World Heritage Site on the Isle of 
Purbeck- a world renowned geological study 
area which the group hadn’t previously visited. 
On this occasion we were lucky enough to join 
up with the Reading Geological Society.  
 

 
Simon Penn 

 
Simon Penn, geologist and specialist on the 
Kimmeridge area had very kindly agreed to 
lead the joint meeting. Simon’s enthusiasm for 
these rocks and the fossils which can be found 
in them has long been known to the Bucks 
Geology Group. The trip itself was the direct 
result of many queries from Simon’s dinosaur 
talk previously at the County Museum. His 
local knowledge was key to gaining such a rich 
insight in only a few hours.  
 
On a remarkably warm late October morning 
(shorts were in evidence!) we found ourselves 
starting the day near the evocatively named 
Dancing Ledge Carpark at Langton Matravers. 
A brisk walk along an ancient drove way / 
quarry road bought us to the tiny and easily 
overlooked Keates Quarry.  This protected site 
is the direct result of a local stone quarrying 
businesses interest in geology. In January 
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1997 Kevin Keates, whose family had quarried 
Purbeck Stone for over 300 years, was 
working on site on a very cold mid-winters day. 
A local quarryman  - Trev Haysom noticed an 
unusual pattern of odd shapes in a recently 
cleared rock floor, and identified them as 
dinosaur tracks. Many years later the site is 
now managed by the National Trust for the 
public, and one of Dorset’s Important 
Geological Sites.  
 
Enthusiastically BGG members explored over 
100 Sauropod footprints, dated to at over 140 
million years old, many clearly in trails across 
what was once a softish mud surface. 
Amazingly in some cases it even looks like you 
can see where mud squished up around the 
huge feet. Shades of our childhood 
experiments with wet mud and wellies. Odd to 
see such an intimate moment in time captured 
in the hard limestone more familiar as a 
building stone.    
 

 
 

 
 

As you can see from the photos the ancient 
creatures definitely had longer legs than our 
less so members. Graham can be seen 
stepping along a line of footprints stretching 
from one side of the site to the other.  
Footprints are often hard to see if the light isn’t 
just right, adding a bit of water, in this case 
only filling about a third of the print’s depth, 
helps.  
 

 
 
On the wander back to collect the cars we all 
admired some sizable lumps of the Portland 
stone in a field nearby, fresh quarried for 
building work.  In the background the soaring 
white chalk cliffs of Swanage bay itself can be 
seen, the location for our afternoon’s fossil 
hunting explorations.  See the next newsletter 
for details.  
 

Julia Carey 
 
 
 

Aylesbury Grammar success in 
National Geology Competition 
 

 

Eight teams of school students from across the 
UK attended the Finals of the National Schools 
Geology Challenge on 22 March 2018. The 
day was packed full of interesting talks and 
posters on an assortment of geological topics 
from carbonados and diamonds to the 
evolution of avian flight and the geology of an 
iPad. Local school, Aylesbury Grammar, was 
entered into the final and won with their talk on 
‘Curious Carbonados’, a rare form of diamond 
only found in Brazil and the Central African 
Republic, when a meteorite containing these 
diamonds was thought to have impacted the 
region at a time when the two continents were 
united. 
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The competition consisted of a presentation 
and a poster, judged separately, both on the 
same topic, and a quiz round, with elements 
taken from the A-Level syllabus, along with fun 
facts and geological puns.  
 

 
Congratulations to (from left to right) Jonny 
Davis, Tom Ward, George Ramsey Edward 
Maher and James Davies and again to 
Aylesbury Grammar School. 
 
Johnny Davis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Quainton Geology? 
 

 
In the last BGG Newsletter Graham Hickman 
reported on the new Fossil Explorer mobile 
phone app. The review included an example 
screen-shot featuring the geology of Quainton. 
 
The validity of this map, however, has been 
called into question by long-time member, 
Mick Oates, who had obviously been using his 
own mobile to search for dinosaurs! 
 

 
 
Not Quainton?...Surely a Lambeosaurus! 

 

 
 
                                                Mick Oates 
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Minutes of an Annual General Meeting  
held on Saturday 12th May 2018 at the MK Arts Centre, Great Linford 

  
 
Present:      Carol Clapham, Phil Clapham, Esme Dutton, Norman Dutton, Jill Eyers, Ian Hudson, 
                     Michael Moore, Mike Palmer (minutes) 
 
Apologies: Julia Carey, Mike Farley, Graham Hickman, Bryan Moseley, Mick Oates, Judith 
Stanton 
 
 
1. Minutes of previous AGM, 27th May 2017 (published in BEHG Newsletter No 29, July 2017, 

available at http://www.bucksgeology.org.uk/pdf_files/BGG_Newsletter_Aug_2017.pdf) 
 
Agreed as a correct record 
 

2. Membership Report 
Membership for 2018 currently stands at 22 people. This was the same figure for 2017 but 
included four new members. It was thought possible that with further reminders former 
members may re-join. 
 
Julia will be contacting current members to comply with changes in General Data Protection 
Regulations. 
 
 

3. Review of the previous 12 months 
 

 Conservation 
 
2017 

• Great Linford, 3rd June– Jill Eyers ran a visit and conservation session with MK Parks 
Trust volunteers with 17 people on 3rd June 

 
2018 

• Coombs Quarry, 5th May: Jill Eyers managed a group of 10 volunteers to undertake 
vegetation clearance as part of a wider event to coincide with the new, national 
GeoWeek initiative 

 
 

 Field meetings and Events 
Nine events were planned over the twelve months since the last AGM of which six ran and 
three were cancelled / rescheduled. Of the six that ran, four were geological walks / site visits, 
one was a talk and one was a hands-on geology drop in event. It was generally agreed that 
that the low interest for the three events that were cancelled was due to publicity going out too 
late. The need to expand the committee in order to include an Events Officer in order to 
improve the level and timing of event publicity was unanimously agreed. Events were as 
follows. 
 
Olney Building Stones Walk, 27th May: Post AGM walk with ten people exploring the geology of 
buildings along the High Street from the Olney Centre to the Church. Notable buildings 
included Orchard House and the Church Hall. The main focus was the geology of the Church, 
looking for features described by Dr Eric Robinson’s 1995 guide and the gravestones as 
featured in Pat and Gordon Osborn’s 1991 booklet. 
 
Geology & Hydrology of Burnham Beeches, Sunday 4th June: Graham Hickman and Helen 
Read led a group of twelve people in a joint meeting with the Reading Geological Society. The 
trip included a visit to a small quarry looking at the Winter Hill Terrace gravels and an 
exploration of local streams and sinkholes 
 
Walking the Ivinghoe Hills, 7th October: Jill Eyers led a group twelve to Ivinghoe Beacon and 
Incombe Hole before descending to Ivinghoe village to explore the building stones. 
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Great Linford Geological Walk, 28th October: Event rescheduled due to late publicity. 
 
The Geology of the Chilterns and Possible Impact of HS2: 48 people attended this talk by 
Haydon Bailey, Geological Advisor to the Chilterns Society. This was a joint meeting with the 
Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society. 
 
Rock & Fossil Day at Bucks County Museum, 17th February 2018: The most successful Rock & 
Fossil Day so far with over 700 people recorded as visiting the museum. 
 
Discovering Minerals Workshop, 4th March: Event to be rescheduled due to late publicity. 
 
Buckingham Sandpit Visit, 15th April: Event to be rescheduled due to late publicity. 
 
Coombs Quarry GeoWeek Event, 5th May: Jill Eyers organised this event at short notice to 
coincide with the new GeoWeek initiative. Ten people attended for a geological walk from 
Thornborough Bridge to Coombs Quarry, followed by some site clearance and conservation.  
 
Jill also ran 12 other trips including Coombs Quarry, Buckingham Sandpit, Ivinghoe-Incombe 
Hole LGS, College Lake and Great Linford for other groups. 
 
 

4. Newsletter and Digital Media 
Two newsletters have been produced since the last AGM. Graham Hickman’s last issue as 
editor came out in August (No 29) followed by Mike Palmer’s first Newsletter in January (No 
30). The next newsletter is due out this month.  
 
Graham Hickman continues to manage the Group’s website which is getting back to normal 
following its hijacking by a Christian Louboutin replicas website in the middle of 2017.  
 
A list of Buckinghamshire Local Geological Sites has been updated on the website following 
work by Jill Eyers and Julia Carey 
 
Jill Eyers continues to manage the Group’s Facebook page which is proving useful for 
publicising Group events 
 
 

5. Treasurer’s Report 
Jill circulated the Income and Expenditure Accounts for the year ending 30th April. It had been 
noted previously to the meeting that this did not include our Geologists’ Association affiliation 
fee for 2018. Mike noted that he had not received an invoice or reminder for this. It was 
decided to set up a direct debit to avoid missing future payments and missing out on the 
benefits of GA affiliation 
 
Phil questioned why membership figures given in the ‘Membership Report’ didn’t match with 
the figures in the accounts. Mike noted that income from membership doesn’t always tally with 
the accounts as the membership year runs from 1st January to 31st December while the 
accounts run from 1st May to 30th April. Late payments also add to the mismatch. Mike 
suggested changing the membership year to match that of the accounts. There was some 
discussion of this proposition along with alternative approaches encouraging people to join part 
way through the events programme. It was agreed to discuss this further at the next committee 
meeting. 
 
The accounts were agreed by those present as correct and in order (see end of minutes) 
 
 

6. Election of Officers 
The following officers and members were re-elected en bloc 
 

• Chairman / Newsletter Editor: Mike Palmer standing again 

• Secretary: Position vacant 

• Vice Chair/ Membership Secretary: Julia Carey standing again 

• Treasurer / Facebook Administrator: - Jill Eyers standing again 
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Other committee members standing again 

• Philip Clapham, Graham Hickman (webmaster), Ian Hudson, Mick Oates, Judith 
Stanton 

 
 

7. Any other Business 
None 
 
 

8 Date of Next Meeting 
April or May 2019. Date and location to be confirmed by the first newsletter of 2019 
 

 
 
 

 
Buckinghamshire Earth Heritage Group 

Income and Expenditure Account for year ending 30th April 2018 
 

Income:       £   £ 
Book Sales                 Nil 
Membership               49.50 
Donations                 Nil 
          49.50 
       __________ 
                     
Expenditure: 
UK RIGS subscription       10.00        
Insurance       116.44   
Materials & equipment         0           
Exhibit           0  
Web Domain and Hosting      23.98        
Talks                                     0    
Site travel         0  
Events (materials)        0  
 
       __________ 
                150.42 
          __________ 
Excess of Expenditure over Income            -100.92 
          ========== 
 
 
 
 
Opening Bank Balance (31st March 2016)         £5308.21 
          __________ 
              
Less Excess of Expenditure over Income              -100.92 
          __________ 
Balance accounted for:        £5207.29 
 
_____________________________________    _____________________ 
Balance as per Bank Statement (31st April 2017)        £5207.29 
 
Prepared by J. Eyers 01.05.2018 
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2019 Programme 
 
Cost: Unless otherwise stated, all events are FREE to member and £3 for non-members 
 

Booking: Where stated booking is essential to ensure that events are not over-booked and 
to allow leaders to contact would-be attendees with any last-minute changes 
 

Clothing: Some trips, especially quarry visits, may require protective clothing such as 
helmet and high-vis jackets. Please enquire with the event leader or see event flier nearer 
the time for details. 
 
Saturday 26th January, 10am–12 noon   The Wonderful World of Minerals - A hands-on 
workshop exploring what minerals are, how they are made and how you can identify them. 
Bucks County Museum Resource Centre, Halton. Places limited. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. 
Contact Mike Palmer on 01296 325223 or mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further 
information and to book your place. 
 
Saturday 16th March, 10am – 12.30pm   Coombs Quarry Clean-up and Tour with Jill 
Eyers. An opportunity to discover. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Jill Eyers at 
j.eyers@btopenworld.com for further information and to book your place. 
 
Saturday 13th April, 11am – 4pm   Rock & Fossil Day at Bucks County Museum 
Church Street, Aylesbury, HP20 2QP: Explore hands-on geology displays, discover fossils 
from the Museum’s collection and bring your own mystery objects. No need to book – just 
drop in. Entry to the County Museum is by donation to help support the Buckinghamshire 
County Museum Trust, registered charity 1153345. Contact Mike Palmer on 01296 325223 
or mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further information. 
 
Saturday 27th April   Bucks Geology Group AGM, Buckingham Old Gaol 1.00 – 1.30pm 
followed by a Visit to Buckingham Sandpit, 2 – 4pm, with Jill Eyers – a rare opportunity 
to discover the ice age features of this usually locked site of geological interest. BOOKING 
ESSENTIAL Contact Mike Palmer on 01296 325223 or 
mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further information and to book your place 
 
Saturday 4th May   Bath Geological Society visit to the Etches Collection & 
Kimmeridge Bay, Dorset. Leader: Graham Hickman. The Etches Collection (in the 
Museum of Jurassic Marine Life) is the largest, single collection of Kimmeridge fossils in 
the UK. Graham Hickman will lead our visit to Kimmeridge Bay SSSI in the morning where 
most of the collection was discovered. We will have lunch in Kimmeridge, and after lunch 
will visit the Museum. 
 

Kimmeridge Bay car park fee: £5.00. Museum entrance fee: £6.00 per person (min.10 
people), otherwise £8.00 per person (includes 12 months complimentary admission to the 
Etches Collection), and free parking. Bucks Geology Group members wishing to join this 
trip will also pay a £3 non-Bath-Geological-Society-members fee and must contact Bob 
Mustow on 01249-443019 or field@bathgeolsoc.org.uk to sign up in advance. 
 
Saturday 15th June Visit to Kensworth Quarry with Mick Oates (date and timings to be 
confirmed). A rare opportunity to visit this large working chalk quarry just over the county 
border near Whipsnade. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Mike Palmer on 01296 325223 
or mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further information and to book your place. 
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A Saturday in July (details to be confirmed)  North Lincolnshire Geology Trip with Mick 
Oates. Further details nearer the time. 
 
Saturday 10th August   Geological Walk around West Wycombe Hill (10 – 11am)  
followed by a visit to the Bradenham Pudding Stones (11.15 – 12.45)  with Jill Eyers. 
BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Jill Eyers at j.eyers@btopenworld.com for further 
information and to book your place. 
  
Saturday 21st September, 10am – 12 noon    Visit to Stowe Quarry with Jill Eyers. 
Optional building stones walk around Stowe Landscape Gardens (National Trust 
charges apply) in the afternoon. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Jill Eyers at 
j.eyers@btopenworld.com for further information and to book your place. 
 
Saturday 19th  October  What’s in Store? - A behind-the-scenes look at Bucks County 
Museum’s geology collections with Mike Palmer. 10 –11am with a second repeat session 
12 noon – 1pm.   Bucks County Museum Resource Centre, Halton. Places limited. 
BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Mike Palmer on 01296 325223 or 
mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further information and to book your place. 
 
Saturday 16th November   Hands-on Rocks Workshop with Jill Eyers. Bucks County 
Museum Resource Centre, Halton. Places limited. BOOKING ESSENTIAL. Contact Mike 
Palmer on 01296 325223 or mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org for further information 
and to book your place. 
 

 
 

Membership 
 

Annual membership now runs from 1st April to 31st March the following year. 
 

Anyone who has paid for membership in 2018 will remain a member until 31st March 2019. 
 

Anyone joining between now and 31st March will receive membership through to 31st March 2020. 
 

Individual membership is £7.50 and Family membership is £12 per annum. 
 

Membership is open to beginners and experts alike. 
 

A copy of the membership form is available on our website. Please complete and return payment  
Membership Secretary, Julia Carey, c/o BMERC, Place Service, 6th Floor, County Hall, 
Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1UY   (Email: jcarey@buckscc.gov.uk) 
 

Alternatively, you can pay your subscription direct to the Buckinghamshire Geology Group account 
at: Lloyds TSB (White Hart Street, High Wycombe) Sort code: 30-94-28, Account no 00744003 
 

 

Website: www.bucksgeology.org.uk 

 
For general enquiries please contact 

 

Mike Palmer 

Bucks County Museum Resource Centre 

Rowborough Road, off Tring Road, Halton, Bucks HP22 5PL 
Tel: 01296 325223   email: mpalmer@buckscountymuseum.org 


